
BEST Reality Show EVER!!!
My favorite shows are on tv Thursday nights, and last week’s
episodes of both shows were really good.  The Lost episode and
the Office were up to par for sure, if not even a little
better than usual.  And some great news we got while watching
ABC – it seems we won’t be entirely without tv this summer
since they’re bringing back our favorite reality show, the
best one ever in my opinion, The Mole!  This show revolves
around 12 contestants who perform various tasks.  In past
seasons  the  tasks  have  involved  navigating  around  strange
countries and scavenger hunt-type things.  The contestants
work together to try to add money to the “pot”; except for the
twist: one of the players is a saboteur, the Mole, who tries
to work against the other players, trying NOT to get money
added to the pot.  Obviously the Mole cannot be obvious about
his or her identity because if he or she is the last one left,
then the Mole wins the game.  Each week, the contestants take
a quiz about the Mole, and the person with the fewest correct
answers gets eliminated.  There has been 4 seasons of the
Mole, the first 2 being hosted by Anderson Cooper, the CNN
anchor,  and  the  next  2  being  celebrity  editions  hosted
by Ahmad Rashad.  The show has not aired since 2004, and I
have missed it!  It is very entertaining, and I am VERY
excited it’s coming back to tv, especially since I will be
going into Lost and especially Office withdrawl this summer!

Especially compounding the tv withdrawl this summer is that
the  episodes  of  my  favorite  shows  were  extra  good  last
Thursday!   Lost  actually  answered  more  questions  than  it
asked, they actually continuted some of the hanging plot lines
instead of giving us new ones to ponder, and no new characters
were introduced!  Part 2 of the season finale airs in 2 weeks,
and last night’s episode really whet my appetite for this
season’s cliffhanger!

The Office was back to being utterly hilarious this week.  The
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plot line with Toby’s replacement being under the impression
that Kevin is “special” was my favorite.  I was also glad to
see the return of Jan, though part of me was disappointed to
discover it wasn’t Michael’s baby (according to Jan anyway –
maybe a twist to look for next season?).  Michael’s new “love”
for Holly was sweet and intense, but he actually might not be
too far off this time – she seems like she might be a good
match for him.  I loved the part where he breaks into a Yoda
impression after she says yoga, she just stares at him like
he’s bizarre, but then she breaks into a Yoda impression of
her own.  This might be a match made in heaven!  But then
again, Michael had to be an idiot and gloss over Holly’s
invitation to get dessert…  typical Michael Scott behavior!  I
can’t believe we’re back to waiting months for the show to
come back on again!  At least The Mole will keep me busy with
tv – I highly recommend it!


